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had contributed nothing to the common cause. Of the
victorious British commanders, the name of Wolfe has remained
green in the memories of his countrymen, to the exclusion of
that of the supreme commander of the armies and the real
victor of the campaign, Jeffrey Amherst. The victory at
Quebec was no more decisive of the fate of New France than
was Nelson's at Trafalgar decisive of that of Napoleon ; and in
each case the work, though well begun, had to be clinched and
completed by other hands. Yet the circumstances of the
drama, the rapid and overwhelming denouement and the fitting
exit of the protagonist at the very climax of the catastrophe,
have invested Quebec and Trafalgar alike with a human and
romantic interest which has rendered their memory a national
and immortal possession. And in truth, if an early death and
a posthumous fame be preferable to long life and honour, then
was Wolfe fortunate above his comrade and chief, even to the
extent of having his own dead brow adorned with the laurels
that of right belonged to the other. History, however, must
recognise the real conqueror of Canada in that cautious,
thorough and painstaking commander who never moved before
he was prepared, who left nothing to chance nor ever put his
cause to avoidable hazard, and who by a perfectly organised
and perfectly executed operation of war crowned his life's work
by reducing a vast hostile province and a gallant enemy army
to an end so inevitable that not even the satisfaction of a final
death struggle was left them.
IV. the subsidiary operations in europe
and the indies, 1758-1762
It has been stated that Pitt's war policy aimed first and fore-
most at the conquest of the overseas possessions of France by
means of combined operations by the British army and fleet.
How successfully this policy—which was an entirely novel one
in the military history of Great Britain—-was'carried into effect
in the case of Canada we have just seen; but it had another
side, less interesting and spectacular but not the less vital, which
must now be dealt with.
Pitt was not free at any time during the war to direct all the
military resources of his country against the French colonies ;
there were important interests nearer home which could not be
left to take care of themselves. The security of the British Isles
was the first and most vital, but there had also to be considered
the safely of the Hanoverian territories of King George II.,
while honour also joined with interest in the demand that some
assistance should be given to Frederick II. of Prussia in his

